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The right choice of logistics operation mode is not only the foundation for improving the comprehensive operation level of an
enterprise, but also an important way to improve the management performance. Nevertheless, the study on this aspect is still
lacking. In this paper, we develop a novel method for selecting enterprise’s logistics operation mode. First, we give the analysis
of main types and characteristics of the logistics operation modes. According to the two dimensions of the Ballou model, i.e.,
the importance of logistics to enterprise success and the enterprise operation logistics capacity, we set up an evaluation index
system for selecting enterprise’s logistics operation mode through literature analysis. Then, the each index is evaluated using the
fuzzy language assessment method, and evaluation value of each index in the two dimensions is calculated using the 2-tuple fuzzy
linguistic representation model. Furthermore, a two-dimensional matrix model for selecting enterprise’s logistics operation mode
selection is built. According to the model, the right logistics operationmode can be selected. Finally, an example is used to illustrate
the practicality and validity of proposed method.

1. Introduction

The management performance is an important index for
the operation level of the enterprise [1, 2]. In many related
influence factors of the enterprise management performance,
the logistics operation mode is an important factor which
cannot be ignored [3]. It plays an important role in improving
the enterprise management performance [4–6]. Logistics
operation mode refers to a way, a policy, or an operation
standard adopted by the enterprise during the process of the
production and the operation.The suitable logistics operation
mode can help to improve the information processing ability
of the enterprise logistics operation. It can also improve
the enterprise operation level in many aspects such as the
cost and the service capacity [7, 8]. Therefore, how to
select enterprise’s logistics operation mode is a valuable and
important research topic.

So far, some related research results on the logistics
operation mode can be seen. For example, Yao gave the

classification of the logistics operation modes and analyzed
the advantages and disadvantages of each kind of logistics
operation mode. He also developed a method for selecting
the logistics operation mode based on the AHP and the Petri
net modelling method [9]. Su et al. studied the influence
factors for selecting the logistics operation mode for the
manufacturing enterprise based on the interpretive structure
mode (ISM).They analyzed the hierarchy and relationship of
the influence factors and determined the important factors
which can influence the logistics operation mode selection
[10]. Cui and Hertz proposed the concept of the logistics
mode selection based on the network development and the
core competence and provided the logistics mode selection
method for three different types of enterprises [11]. Gong and
Da analyzed two types of the logistics modes, i.e., the logistics
outsourcingmode and the logistics self-supportingmode.On
this basis, considering different dominant model, they gave
the selection methods and the logistics modes for four kinds
of logistics combination modes [12]. Yu studied the problem
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of the logistics operation mode selection of the construction
enterprises and offered the corresponding solutions [13].
Mcfarlane et al. proposed the “customer-oriented” concept
model in intelligence logistics and helped further research on
the method for selecting the logistics operation mode [14].

It can be seen from the existing research results that the
study on logistics operation mode selection mainly contains
the three aspects: the types of logistics operation modes and
the reasons for their existence, the relationships among the
logistics operation mode, the logistics management perfor-
mance and the enterprise competence advantage, and the
method for selecting enterprise’s logistics operation mode.
However, the research on the influence factors or evaluation
index system of enterprise’s logistics operation mode is still
lacking. Although the studies of [15, 16] involve the influence
factors of logistics operation modes selection, they did not
give the specific analysis of the index evaluation system.They
did not also give themethod for selecting enterprise’s logistics
operation mode based on the evaluation results. Based on
this, it is necessary to further study the method for selecting
enterprise’s logistics operation mode.

To select the right logistics operation mode, this paper
is to refer to the thought of the two-dimensional matrix
model proposed by Ballou [17] and determines the evaluation
index sets of two dimensions (i.e., the importance of logistics
to enterprise success and the enterprise operation logistics
capacity) through literature analysis. Then, the method for
selecting enterprise’s logistics operation mode is developed
based on the fuzzy linguistic assessment method and the 2-
tuple fuzzy linguistic representation model.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 introduces the Ballou model. In Section 3, we
set up an evaluation index system for logistics operation
mode selection. Section 4 presents the method for selecting
enterprise’s logistics operation mode. In Section 5, a numer-
ical example is given to illustrate the use of the proposed
method. Finally, Section 6 summarizes and highlights the
main features of the proposed method.

2. Ballou Model

The logistics operationmodemainly includes three kinds: the
self-run logistics, the third party logistics, and the logistics
alliance [9, 11, 12, 18].The self-run logistics mode refers to the
operation mode that the enterprise meets independently the
logistics demand of the internal and external product supply
by independently forming a logistics center and constructing
the basic hardware facilities such as transport equipment,
warehouse, information platform, and so on [9, 11]. The third
party logistics operation mode refers to the operation mode
that the enterprise outsources their own logistics business
to the professional logistics enterprises. In the mode, the
enterprise will outsource the logistics business which is not
within the core business to a more professional logistics
enterprise [9, 12]. Thus, the use of this mode can help to
not only reduce the enterprise’s capital investment, but also
to let the enterprise put its energies into professional fields.
This can further improve the market competitiveness of the
enterprise. The logistics alliance operation mode refers to
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Figure 1: Ballou model.

the operation mode that two or more enterprises carry out
long-term cooperation to meet the specific logistics demands
[18]. It is a cooperation form which is independent from
the transaction relationship between the enterprise and the
market. It is also a relatively stable and long-term contractual
relationship between the enterprises with the purpose of
realizing win-win.

In the existing related study on logistics service, Ballou
pointed out that the choice of the logistics operation mode
for enterprises to develop logistics business mainly depends
on the comprehensive evaluation results of two dimensions,
i.e., the importance of logistics to enterprise success (IIES
thereafter) and the enterprise operation logistics capacity
(EOLC thereafter) [17]. IIES refers to the importance of the
logistics to the ultimate goal in the process of the desired
goal of an enterprise. EOLC refers to the skill level and the
hardware level of control, coordination, and operation with
respect to all aspects of services provided by the enterprise
when the enterprise aims to meet various logistics demands
of participants. Ballou proposed a two-dimensional decision
matrix model (Ballou model thereafter) [17], as shown in
Figure 1. This figure has four regions, i.e., I, II, III, and
IV. Region I shows that the enterprise can adopt the self-
run logistics mode, regions II and IV show the logistics
alliance mode, and region III shows the third party logistics
mode. Obviously, the suitable logistics operation model can
be determined according to the enterprise’s position in the
two-dimensional decision matrix.

It should be pointed out that the two-dimensional matrix
model better reflects the theoretical basis of enterprise’s logis-
tics operationmode selection. Obviously, the two dimensions
(IIES and EOLC) have practical significance; that is, the key
of logistics operation to promoting enterprise performance
is to attach importance to the enterprise’s own logistics
operation ability and the importance of logistics to the
expected enterprise strategic objectives.

3. An Evaluation Index System for Logistics
Operation Mode Selection

In this section, we will present an evaluation index system
for logistics operation mode selection. First of all, the related
literature is collected, sorted, and analyzed. Then, according
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Figure 2:The network diagram of relationships among evaluation indices and scholars with regard to the importance of logistics to enterprise
success (IIES).

to the steps of keywords determination, literature retrieval
and analysis, evaluation index summarization, sorting and
merging, name determination and relation diagram drawing,
etc., evaluation indices of the IIES dimension and the EOLC
dimension can be determined using the literature metrology
[19].

For evaluation indices of the dimension IIES, the search
keywords can be determined, i.e., “logistics operation mode
selection” and “importance of logistics to enterprise success”.
According to the determined keywords, 783 articles are first
searched out in Elsevier database, China national knowledge
infrastructure (CNKI), and Google Scholar. Then, 45 related
articles can be determined by removing the invalid articles.
Further, by refining the evaluation indices involved in the
45 articles, 124 evaluation indices are determined. Finally,
by merging same or similar items, 13 evaluation indices are
obtained. After determining the name of each evaluation
index, according to the frequency of the evaluation indices
involved in related articles, a network diagram of relation-
ships among evaluation indices and scholars can be mapped
using the UCINET 6 software, as shown in Figure 2. In the
figure, blue squares denote the scholars who propose the

evaluation indices in the dimension IIES, and red dots denote
the evaluation indices in the dimension IIES. It is necessary
to note that the size of red dot represents the frequency of
the evaluation index in the literature. The larger the red dot
is, the higher the approval degree of the evaluation index is.
According to Figure 2, the evaluation indices with frequency
of 10 times or more in the literature can be determined to set
up the evaluation index set of the dimension IIES, i.e., the
logistics costs ratio (𝐼𝑠1), the own logistics advantage (𝐼𝑠2),
the logistics strategic position (𝐼𝑠3), the logistics demand level
(𝐼𝑠4), the customer satisfaction (𝐼𝑠5), and the logistics profits
ratio (𝐼𝑠6).

Similarly, for evaluation indices of the dimension EOLC,
the search keywords are determined, i.e., “logistics compe-
tence”, “logistics capacity”, and “logistics capability”. Accord-
ing to the determined keywords, 935 articles are first searched
out in Elsevier database, China national knowledge infras-
tructure (CNKI), and Google Scholar. Then, 47 related
articles can be determined by removing the invalid articles.
Further, by refining the evaluation indices involved in the
45 articles, 403 evaluation indices are determined. Finally,
by merging same or similar items, 32 evaluation indexes are
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Figure 3: The network diagram of relationships among evaluation indices and scholars with regard to the enterprise operation logistics
capacity (EOLC).

obtained. After determining the name of each evaluation
index, a network diagram of relationships among evaluation
indices and scholars can be mapped using the UCINET 6
software, as shown in the Figure 3. According to Figure 3,
the evaluation indices with frequency of 10 or more in
the literature can be determined to set up the evaluation
index set of the dimension EOLC, i.e., the logistics service
capability (𝐼𝑐1), the service management capability (𝐼𝑐2), the
information processing capability (𝐼𝑐3), the equipment and
facility capability (𝐼𝑐4), the cost management capability (𝐼𝑐5),
the logistics flexibility (𝐼𝑐6), the logistics reliability (𝐼𝑐7), the
information technology level (𝐼𝑐8), the quick response ability
(𝐼𝑐9), and the innovation ability (𝐼𝑐10).

It is necessary to note that there aremore literatures about
evaluation indices of logistics operation mode selection. Due
to limited space, this paper focuses on citing the literature
which describe the evaluation indexes comprehensively [16,
20–23]. In addition, the above evaluation index sets are not
fixed. In the process of practical application, the indices in
the sets can be appropriately added or removed according to
the internal and external environment of the enterprise.

To sum up, logistics operation mode selection should
be based on the two dimensions and extending indices.

According to the above determined two evaluation index
sets, the evaluation index system for logistics operationmode
selection is shown as Table 1. The grades of importance of
these indices in Table 1 depend on the industry to which an
enterprise belongs and the strategy that the enterprise imple-
ments. To obtain weights or importance of these indices, we
can consider inviting experts to provide precise judgments.

Form evaluation indices of the two dimensions extracted,
their practical significance is obvious. For the IIES dimen-
sion, extracted evaluation indicators, such as logistics costs
ratio, logistics strategic position, logistics demand level and
logistics profits ratio, etc., better reflect the importance of the
logistics to the ultimate goal in the process of the desired goal
of an enterprise. For the EOLC dimension, extracted evalu-
ation indicators, such as logistics service capability, service
management capability and information technology level,
etc., better reflect the enterprise’s own logistics operation
ability. In addition, these can also be seen in practice. For
example, in China, Jingdong has higher performance of the
two dimensions, so it adopts the self-run logistics operation
mode; Tmall has lower performance of the two dimensions,
so this enterprise adopts the third party logistics operation
mode; for SF Express, the difference between performances
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Table 1: The evaluation index system for logistics operation mode selection.

Dimensions Indices
Importance of logistics to enterprise success (IIES) Logistics costs ratio (𝐼𝑠1)

Own logistics advantage (𝐼𝑠2)
Logistics strategic position (𝐼𝑠3)
Logistics demand level (𝐼𝑠4)
Customer satisfaction (𝐼𝑠5)
Logistics profits ratio (𝐼𝑠6)

Enterprise operation logistics capacity (EOLC) Logistics service capability (𝐼𝑐1)
Service management capability (𝐼𝑐2)
Information processing capability (𝐼𝑐3)
Equipment and facility capability (𝐼𝑐4)
Cost management capability (𝐼𝑐5)
Logistics flexibility (𝐼𝑐6)
logistics reliability (𝐼𝑐7)
Information technology level (𝐼𝑐8)
Quick response ability (𝐼𝑐9)
Innovation ability (𝐼𝑐10)

of the two dimensions is large, so this enterprise adopts the
logistics alliance operation mode through cooperation with
UPS.

4. The Method of Selecting Enterprise’s
Logistics Operation Mode

Generally, the logistics operation mode selection requires
group opinions from multiple experts. They are responsible
for providing evaluation information for the performance
and importance of each index. From Table 1, it is obvious
that all indices for logistics operation mode selection are
qualitative, so the easiest way for experts to express their
opinions is to use fuzzy linguistic terms such as “Very
High”, “High”, or “Middle”. Therefore, the situation that
experts express their opinions by use of linguistic evaluation
information is considered in this study. Since the preference
information delivered by linguistic terms is fuzzy, we consider
using a fuzzy linguistic assessment method to conduct the
logistics operation mode selection.

In this study, we use the method based on the 2-tuple
fuzzy linguistic representation model [24, 25] to deal with
linguistic information since this method can overcome the
weakness that evaluation results usually do not exactly match
any of the initial linguistic terms and the information loss
often occurs.

In this section, we first present the approach to determine
weights of the evaluation indices and then give the approach
to comprehensive evaluation for two dimensions.

4.1. e Determination of Weights of the Evaluation Indices.
With respect to the evaluation index system of the two
dimensions as shown in Table 1, determinations of weights of
the indices can be obtained using the expert group evaluation
method. In the process of using the of the evaluation

method, the characteristics of experts from the different
areas or departments and the function distribution of expert
groups members should be considered. The composition
of expert group members should cover every department
as much as possible so as to obtain more comprehensive
evaluation results. Usually, expert group members can be
from the enterprise’s related department and mainly include
enterprise senior managers and department managers who is
responsible for the logistics, sales, etc.

According to the fuzzy language assessment theory pro-
posed by Zadeh [26], let 𝑆 = {𝑆0, 𝑆1, . . . , 𝑆𝑇} be a preestab-
lished finite and totally ordered set with odd cardinalities,
where 𝑆𝑖 denotes the 𝑖th language term, 𝑆𝑖 ∈ 𝑆. In this study,
we choose a linguistic term set with seven elements (language
term) according to real needs, i.e., 𝑆 = {𝑆0=DL: Definitely
Low, S1 = VL: Very Low, S2 = L: Low, S3 = M: Medium, S4 =
H: High, S5 = VH: Very High, S6 = DH: Definitely High}.

Let 𝐸 = {𝐸1, 𝐸2, . . . , 𝐸𝑚} be a finite expert set, 𝑚 ≥ 2,
where𝐸𝑘 denotes the 𝑘th expert who is invited by the decision
maker to make the evaluation. Let 𝐼𝑠 = {𝐼𝑠1, 𝐼𝑠2, . . . , 𝐼𝑠𝑝} be
the evaluation index set in the dimension IIES, where 𝐼𝑠𝑖
denotes the 𝑖th evaluation index, 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑝; let 𝑈𝑃 ={𝑢1, 𝑢2, . . . , 𝑢𝑝} be the index weight set corresponding to the
set 𝐼𝑠 = {𝐼𝑠1, 𝐼𝑠2, . . . , 𝐼𝑠𝑝}, where 𝑢𝑖 denotes the weight of
the 𝑖th index, 𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑝. Let 𝐼𝑐 = {𝐼𝑐1, 𝐼𝑐2, . . . , 𝐼𝑐𝑞} be
the evaluation index set in the dimension EOLC, where 𝐼𝑐𝑗
denotes the 𝑗th evaluation index, 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑝; let 𝑉𝑄 ={V1, V2, . . . , V𝑞} be the index weight set corresponding to the
set 𝐼𝑐 = {𝐼𝑐1, 𝐼𝑐2, . . . , 𝐼𝑐𝑞}, where V𝑗 denotes the weight of the𝑗th index, 𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑝.

In this paper, we assume that the experts’ assessment
information on index weights and index evaluation values
in the two dimensions is in the form of fuzzy linguistic
term. Suppose 𝑊𝐸 = (𝑤𝑘𝑠1, 𝑤𝑘𝑠2, . . . , 𝑤𝑘𝑠𝑝)𝑇 and 𝑊𝑂 =(𝑤𝑘𝑐1, 𝑤𝑘𝑐2, . . . , 𝑤𝑘𝑐𝑞)𝑇 be evaluation index weight vectors in
the IIES dimension and the EOLC dimension provided by
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the expert 𝐸𝑘, respectively, where 𝑤𝑘𝑠𝑖 and 𝑤𝑘𝑐𝑗 are linguistic
assessments on the importance of the indices 𝐼𝑠 and 𝐼𝑐 given
by the expert 𝐸𝑘, respectively, and 𝑊𝑘𝑠𝑖,𝑊𝑘𝑐𝑗 ∈ 𝑆. Let 𝑈 =[𝑢𝑘𝑖]𝑚×𝑝 and 𝑉 = [V𝑘𝑗]𝑚×𝑞 be the evaluation matrices in
the IIES dimension and the EOLC dimension, respectively,
where 𝑢𝑘𝑖 and V𝑘𝑗 denote the fuzzy language assessments with
respect to the indexes 𝐼𝑠𝑖 and 𝐼𝑐𝑗 provided by the expert 𝐸𝑘,𝑢𝑘𝑖, V𝑘𝑗 ∈ 𝑆.

According to the related properties of the fuzzy language
assessment term set and the calculation method based the
2-tuple fuzzy linguistic representation model [24, 25, 27],
the index weight 𝑤𝑘𝑠𝑖 and the index evaluation value 𝑢𝑘𝑖
in the IIES dimension can be converted into the 2-tuple
linguistic evaluation information, respectively, i.e., (𝑤𝑘𝑠𝑖, 0)
and (𝑢𝑘𝑖, 0). Likewise, the evaluation matrix 𝑈 = [𝑢𝑘𝑖]𝑚×𝑝
can be converted into the 2-tuple linguistic evaluation matrix�̂� = [�̂�𝑘𝑖]𝑚×𝑝, where �̂�𝑘𝑖 = (�̂�𝑘𝑖, 0). Similarly, the index
weight 𝑤𝑘𝑐𝑗 and the index evaluation value V𝑘𝑗 in the EOLC
dimension can be also converted to the 2-tuple linguistic
evaluation information, respectively, i.e., (𝑤𝑘𝑐𝑗, 0) and (𝑢𝑘𝑗, 0),
respectively, and the evaluation matrix 𝑉 = [V𝑘𝑗]𝑚×𝑞 can be
converted into the 2-tuple linguistic evaluation matrix �̂� =[V̂𝑘𝑗]𝑚×𝑞, where V̂𝑘𝑗 = (V̂𝑘𝑗, 0).

By the existing calculation method [28, 29], the index
weight vector in the IIES dimension, i.e., (𝑢𝑖, 𝛼𝑠𝑖), can be
obtained by integrating the indexweight information (𝑤𝑘𝑠𝑖, 0)
and index evaluation information (𝑢𝑘𝑖, 0). It calculation
formula is as follows:

(𝑢𝑖, 𝛼𝑠𝑖) = Δ(∑𝑝𝑘=1 Δ−1 (𝑤𝑘, 0) × Δ−1 (𝑢𝑘𝑖, 0)∑𝑝
𝑘=1

Δ−1 (𝑤𝑘, 0) ) ,
𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑝.

(1)

In the same way, the index weight vector in the EOLC
dimension, i.e., (V𝑖, 𝛼𝑐𝑗), can be obtained by integrating the
index weight information (𝑤𝑘𝑐𝑗, 0) and the index evaluation
information (V𝑘𝑗, 0). Its calculation formula is as follows:

(V𝑖, 𝛼𝑐𝑗) = Δ(∑𝑞
𝑘=1

Δ−1 (𝑤𝑘, 0) × Δ−1 (V𝑘𝑗, 0)∑𝑞
𝑘=1

Δ−1 (𝑤𝑘, 0) ) ,
𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑞.

(2)

4.2. Comprehensive Evaluation of Two Dimensions. Using the
fuzzy language term set 𝑆 = {𝑆0, 𝑆1, . . . , 𝑆𝑇}, experts 𝐸 ={𝐸1, 𝐸2, . . . , 𝐸𝑚} can provide their evaluation information
of the performance with respect to the each index in the
evaluation index set 𝐼𝑠; thus the evaluation matrix 𝑋 =[𝑥𝑘𝑖]𝑚×𝑝 with respect to the evaluation index set 𝐼𝑠 can be
built, where 𝑥𝑘𝑖 is a fuzzy language term selected by the
expert 𝐸𝑘, 𝑥𝑘𝑖 ∈ 𝑆, i.e., the evaluation for the performance
with respect to the index 𝐼𝑠𝑖. In the same way, experts 𝐸 ={𝐸1, 𝐸2, . . . , 𝐸𝑚} can provide their evaluation information
of the performance with respect to the each index in the
evaluation index set 𝐼𝑐; thus the evaluation matrix 𝑌 =[𝑦𝑘𝑗]𝑚×𝑞 with respect to the evaluation index set 𝐼𝑐 can be
built, where 𝑦𝑘𝑗 is an evaluation language term selected by the

expert 𝐸𝑘, i.e., the evaluation of the performance with respect
to the index 𝐼𝑐𝑗, 𝑦𝑘𝑗 ∈ 𝑆.

By the calculation method based on the 2-tuple fuzzy
linguistic representation model, evaluation matrices 𝑋 =[𝑥𝑘𝑖]𝑚×𝑝 and 𝑌 = [𝑦𝑘𝑗]𝑚×𝑞 can be converted into the 2-tuple
fuzzy linguistic form, i.e., 𝑋 = [𝑥𝑘𝑖]𝑚×𝑝 and �̂� = [𝑦𝑘𝑗]𝑚×𝑞,
where 𝑥𝑘𝑖 = (𝑥𝑘𝑖, 0) and 𝑦𝑘𝑗 = (𝑦𝑘𝑗, 0).

By aggregating the weight evaluation information (i.e.,(𝑤𝑘, 0)) and the performance evaluation information (i.e.,(𝑥𝑘𝑖, 0)) with respect to the indices in the dimension IIES
provide by each expert, the expert group’s evaluation index
value of the dimension IIES, (𝑥𝑖, 𝛼𝑠𝑖), can be determined, and
its calculation formula is given by

(𝑥𝑖, 𝛼𝑠𝑖) = Δ(∑𝑚𝑘=1 Δ−1 (𝑤𝑘, 0) × Δ−1 (𝑥𝑘𝑖, 0)∑𝑚𝑘=1 Δ−1 (𝑤𝑘, 0) ) ,
𝑖 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑝.

(3)

where 𝑥𝑖 ∈ 𝑆 and 𝛼𝑠𝑡 ∈ [−0.5, 0.5). Further, by (3),
the comprehensive evaluation value of the dimension IIES,(𝑥, 𝛼𝑠), can be determined, and its calculation formula is
given by

(𝑥, 𝛼𝑠) = Δ(∑𝑝𝑖=1 Δ−1 (𝑢𝑖, 𝛼𝑠𝑖) × Δ−1 (𝑥𝑖, 𝛼𝑠𝑖)∑𝑝𝑖=1 Δ−1 (𝑢𝑖, 𝛼𝑠𝑖) ) , (4)

where 𝑥 ∈ 𝑆 and 𝛼𝑠 ∈ [−0.5, 0.5).
In the same way, by aggregating the weight evaluation

information (i.e., (𝑤𝑘, 0)) and the performance evaluation
information (i.e., (𝑦𝑘𝑗, 0)) with respect to the indices in the
dimension EOLC provided by each expert, the expert group’s
evaluation index value of the dimension EOLC, (𝑦𝑗, 𝛼𝑐𝑗), can
be determined, and its calculation formula is given by

(𝑦𝑗, 𝛼𝑐𝑗) = Δ(∑𝑚𝑘=1 Δ−1 (𝑤𝑘, 0) × Δ−1 (𝑦𝑘𝑗, 0)∑𝑚𝑘=1 Δ−1 (𝑤𝑘, 0) ) ,
𝑗 = 1, 2, . . . , 𝑞.

(5)

where 𝑦𝑗 ∈ 𝑆 and 𝛼𝑐𝑗 ∈ [−0.5, 0.5). Further, by (5), the
comprehensive evaluation value of the dimension EOLC,(𝑦, 𝛼𝑐), can be determined, and its calculation formula is
given by

(𝑦, 𝛼𝑐) = Δ(∑𝑞𝑖=1 Δ−1 (V𝑗, 𝛼𝑐𝑗) × Δ−1 (𝑦𝑖, 𝛼𝑐𝑗)
∑𝑞𝑖=1 Δ−1 (V𝑗, 𝛼𝑐𝑗) ) , (6)

where 𝑦 ∈ 𝑆 and 𝛼𝑐 ∈ [−0.5, 0.5).
4.3. e Selection of Logistics Operation Mode. In the Ballou
model as shown in Figure 1, the abscissa x and the ordinate
y denote the comprehensive evaluation values of dimensions
IIES and EOLC, respectively. Scopes of the abscissa and
the ordinate are the continuous closed interval from DL to
DH, and they take the abscissa 𝑥 = 𝑀 and the ordinate𝑦 = 𝑀 as the dividing lines. Thus, the whole feasible region
in Figure 1 can be divided into four regions. If the point
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corresponding to the comprehensive evaluation values of
dimensions IIES and EOLC is marked out in the figure, then
we can know which region the decision point of logistics
operation mode selection of the enterprise falls. Further,
according to the Ballou model shown in Figure 1, the suitable
logistics operation mode of the enterprise can be selected.

5. Case Analysis

To illustrate the use of the above method, this section gives
a case analysis. Enterprise A from Inner Mongolia in China
is a manufacturer which produces “Mongolian hot pot soup”
products; its distributors can be found in more than twenty
provinces in China. In selling process, enterprise A needs
to deliver the products to the distributors. To improve the
quality of logistics service and ensure that the products
can be delivered safely and efficiently to the distributors,
enterprise A needs to select the better logistics operation
mode. For this, the enterprise selects the experts from the
related departments to form an expert committee. They
include the senior manager (𝐸1), the logistics manager (𝐸2),
the sales manager (𝐸3), the customer manager (𝐸4), and the
outside expert (𝐸5). According to the method given above,
the weight vector of the five experts can be determined, i.e.,𝑊 = (𝑤1, 𝑤2, 𝑤3, 𝑤4, 𝑤5)𝑇 = (H,DH,UH,M,M)𝑇.

According to the real situation of enterprise A, the
evaluation indexes in IIES dimension and EOLC dimension
are screened, respectively.

According to themethod for the selection of the language
evaluation set 𝑆, this expert groupwill be responsible to all the
evaluation work of enterprise A’s logistics operation mode.

Firstly, the five experts give the fuzzy assessment matrix
with respect to the weights of the six evaluation indices in the
dimension IIES, i.e.,

𝑈 = [𝑢𝑘𝑖]5×6 =
[[[[[[[[
[

DH M UH H DH UH
UH DH DH UH M DH
M M H UH UH DH
UH L M UH DH UH
UH L UH H UH UH

]]]]]]]]
]
. (7)

Also, the five experts give the fuzzy assessment matrix with
respect to the weights of the ten evaluation indices in the
dimension EOLC, i.e.,

𝑉 = [V𝑘𝑗]5×10

=
[[[[[[[[
[

UH UH L H H L UH UL M UL
DH UH H DH M H H UH UH H
UH H M H UH UH DH L H UH
UH UH M H UH H DH M DH DH
DH DH UH UH UH M H M UH M

]]]]]]]]
]
. (8)

Then, according to the evaluation indices in dimensions
IIES and EOLC, the five experts undertake evaluates of the

enterprise A and, respectively, determine the corresponding
fuzzy assessment matrices as follows:

𝑋 = [𝑥𝑘𝑖]5×6 =
[[[[[[[[
[

M UL M H M L
DH L DH UH L DH
L L M H UL M
M M M UH DL H
M L H M M L

]]]]]]]]
]
,

𝑌 = [𝑦𝑘𝑗]5×10

=
[[[[[[[[
[

M L UL M M H H UL UL L
H UH M UL H UH UH M M M
M M L M L M H M L L
L M L M M UL L L M DL
M M M L M L H M L L

]]]]]]]]
]
,

(9)

Further, the matrices 𝑈, 𝑉, 𝑋, and 𝑌 can be converted
into the 2-tuple fuzzy linguistic form. On this basis, by (1)
and (3), the weights and the performance evaluation values
of each expert with respect to each index in the dimen-
sion IIES can be obtained; i.e., the weights are (𝑢1, 𝛼𝑠1) =(UH, −0.29), (𝑢2, 𝛼𝑠2) = (H, −0.43), (𝑢3, 𝛼𝑠3) = (UH, −0.24),(𝑢4, 𝛼𝑠4) = (UH, −0.33), (𝑢5, 𝛼𝑠5) = (UH, −0.24), and(𝑢6, 𝛼𝑠6) = (DH, −0.48); the performance evaluation values
are (𝑥1, 𝛼𝑠1) = (H, −0.38), (𝑥2, 𝛼𝑠2) = (L, −0.05), (𝑥3, 𝛼𝑠3) =(H, 0), (𝑥4, 𝛼𝑠4) = (H, 0.29), (𝑥5, 𝛼𝑠5) = (L, 0.19), and (𝑥6, 𝛼𝑠6)
= (H, −0.33). In the same way, by (2) and (5), the weights
and the performance evaluation values of each expert with
respect to each index in the dimension EOLC can be
obtained; i.e., the weights are (V1, 𝛼𝑐1) = (UH, 0.43), (V2, 𝛼𝑐2)
= (UH, −0.10), (V3, 𝛼𝑐3) = (M, 0.38), (V4, 𝛼𝑐4) = (UH, −0.29),(V5, 𝛼𝑐5) = (UH, −0.29), (V6, 𝛼𝑐6) = (H, −0.29), (V7, 𝛼𝑐7) =(UH, 0.05), (V8, 𝛼𝑐8) = (M, −0.05), (V9, 𝛼𝑐9) = (UH, −0.48),
and (V10, 𝛼𝑐10) = (H, −0.19); the performance evaluation
values are (𝑦1, 𝛼𝑐1) = (M, 0.14), (𝑦2, 𝛼𝑐2) = (M, 0.38), (𝑦3, 𝛼𝑐3)
= (L, 0.24), (𝑦4, 𝛼𝑐4) = (L, 0.29), (𝑦5, 𝛼𝑐5) = (M, 0.05), (𝑦6, 𝛼𝑐6)
= (M, 0.33), (𝑦7, 𝛼𝑐7) = (H, 0), (𝑦8, 𝛼𝑐8) = (L, 0.48), (𝑦9, 𝛼𝑐9) =(L, 0.24), and (𝑦10, 𝛼𝑐10) = (L, 0).

Finally, by (4) and (6), we can obtain the comprehensive
evaluation value of enterprise A the expert group, i.e.,(𝑥, 𝛼𝑠) = (M, 0.29) and (𝑦, 𝛼𝑐) = (M, −0.13), which is
shown as the point P in region II in Figure 4. The point P
shows that the importance of logistics to enterprise success
A is higher, but the enterprise operation logistics capacity
is lower. According to the two-dimensional decision matrix
model shown in Figure 1, enterprise Amay select the logistics
alliance mode and should need to seek the strong partner in
the logistics alliance.

6. Conclusions

This paper presents a method for selecting the enterprise
logistic operation mode based on the Ballou model. Accord-
ing to the Ballou model, the evaluation index sets of two
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[(M,0.29),(M,-0.13)]

P

Figure 4: The two-dimensional decision matrix of logistics operat-
ing mode selection.

dimensions IIES and EOLC for selecting enterprise logis-
tics operation mode are first determined through literature
analysis. Then, the method for selecting enterprise’s logistics
operation mode is given based on the fuzzy linguistic assess-
ment method and the 2-tuple fuzzy linguistic representation
model. Compared with the existing methods, the proposed
method has distinct characteristics as discussed as follows.

First, the proposed method is based on the Ballou model.
It has a solid theoretical foundation.

Second, in the proposed method, the evaluation index
sets of two dimensions IIES and EOLC for selecting enter-
prise’s logistics operation mode are based on literature anal-
ysis. This is based on a large number of existing research
results.

Third, the proposedmethod is simple and easy to operate.
It can be used to guide the management practice of enter-
prises.

It is necessary to point out that, for the different types
of enterprises, the evaluation indexes and their weights may
be different. In the practical application of the method, we
can adjust the evaluation index sets according to the actual
situation of enterprises.

In terms of future research, to facilitate better application
of the proposed method, the decision support system for
selecting enterprise logistics operation mode needs to be
developed.
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